war against it by parricide."4The danger for a dramatization of the Catiline conspiracy, therefore, was not that the audience would bring to it some knowledge of the conspiracy and of the pious lessons associated with it, but that it would bring too much: "One would think it bedlam-folly that men, not unacquainted with history, and sufficiently warned by the experiences of their own times, should endeavour on the very same precipices, on which, all that went before, broke their necks."5 But since such "lessons" as the public would bring depended often on an easy discrimination between conspirators and saviors, they tended to emphasize a broad moral about conspiracies rather than underscore the intriguing ironies and paradoxes of the particular conspiracy, ironies and paradoxes which only a critical history could detect. Thus in his "Eclogue on the Death of Ben Jonson" Viscount Falkland speaks of Jonson's Roman tragedies as if they were written in tribute to King and Chief Minister: So in vigilant Prince and Consul's parts, He shows the wiser and the nobler arts, By which a state may be unhurt, upheld, And all those works destroyed, which hell would build.6
What Falkland does not reckon with, in this summary, is that Jonson's Tiberius, for example, cannot, by insisting on his success against the conspiracy, escape the stigma of the adverse judgments passed on his administration throughout the play. Thus, also, M. Castelain called Tiberius, "un froid politique, comme Sejan, mais plus habile et plus profound. II dissimule tous ses sentiments sous une contenance impenetrable."7 By thus suggesting that Tiberius is ultimately a prudent prince, a more profound strategist than Sejanus, by making his success his justification, M. Castelain oversimplifies and distorts the nature of Jonson's political characterization, makes the warnings and the pleas of Arruntius and the moderates both stupid and redundant, and cuts them off from their role in the play as the conscience of society and of decency. The interpretation which he and Falkland advocate encourages a notion of politics in the History Plays which imagines that the historical tragedy has to be a simple conflict between the forces of stability and those of disintegration, that Cicero and Cato, for instance, have to be good to be the opponents of Catiline. The Tiberius who says to the rascal Macro we assigne thee, both to spie, Informe, and chastise; thinke, and vse thy meanes, Thy ministers, what, where, on whom thou wilt; Explore, plot, practise: All thou doost in this, Shall be, as if the Senate, or the Lawes Had giu'n it priuiledge, and thou thence stil'd The sauer both of Caesar, and of Rome8 is clearly not being held up as a model King. If anything, he is being slandered. The grossness of the Machiavellian parody, because it is parody, is meant, surely, to tell on the character and integrity of Tiberius, to make him a man of scanty Machiavellian tact who humors himself with the thought that he is a great plotter. We may go further and ask whether there is no implied slight, some ironical stab at Cicero, in Tiberius's hailing Macro as the savior of Caesar and of Rome especially as Cicero himself, who undertakes a similar mission on his own behalf, receives the same recognition in nearly identical circumstances? Some sarcasm seems likely, not only because, as we saw, Macro is the mock-hero of the Tiberian strategy, but also because we know that Jonson wrote a parody of the "pater patriae" citation in mocking tribute to Lord Monteagle. This nobleman, at one time prohibited from entering London for his activities in the Essex revolt, was thought to have been privy to the Gunpowder Plot and to have betrayed it, very early in the game, to Lord Cecil. When, as a result of this service, he became a national hero, Jonson volunteered the couplet: Catiline, there is good reason to begin to suspect that Jonson's interest was not so much in the "ends" of policy as in its processes. This would mean, if we return to Catiline, that Cicero's success in outwitting the conspirators would not in itself guarantee that Jonson would applaud him. This, in turn, would suggest that the issues in Catiline are not simply those of the good against the bad, the plotters agains the saviors, but the deeper, more permanent questions of the nature of political success and poliical morality; in other words, the conscience of politics. In the play, both people and ideas are brought together in a political situation, and are there examined and censured. "It is strange," Rymer wrote in A Short View of Tragedy, "that Ben, who understood the turn of Comedy so well; and had found the success, should thus grope in the dark, and jumble things together without head or tail, without any rule or proportion, without any reason or design. Might not the Acts of the Apostles, of a Life in Plutarch be as well Acted, and properly called a Tragedy, as any History of a Conspiracy?"10 Rymer's question has yet to be answered, but it seems to arise from the absence in the play of the traditional determinacy with which conspiracies had been treated in earlier plays, even in Julius Caesar. In Jonson's view of the conspiracy, the important issues are neither those of tragic madness on Catiline's part (he is not Brutus), nor of the heroism of a man (Cicero) fending off disaster from the nation. The tragedy of politics, in Jonson's view of it, derives from his disenchantment with the whole process of "Policy" or "Arte" which required that the state should survive, paradoxically, only by the travesty of the values by which, indeed, it ultimately hoped to survive. This is not to agree with Boughner that Jonson is recommending, applauding or even succumbing to the pragmatic value of the Machiavellian philosophy of politics.1" It is, instead, to say that Jonson was aware, or was able to see, that an identical pattern of politics was being repeated from Marius and Sulla to Cicero; and that, for all their "arte," Rome's rulers and saviors had built their fame, not on the ability to reform the city but rather on their ability to outwit rivals. The irony of the political struggle was that pull down the city. He thereby reduced himself to the rank of a brigand and an opportunist and converted his ideal, whether pretended or real, to an irrational and incredible plot, "a madness" as both Cicero and Bacon called it. There is just enough of a man in Catiline to make this plausible, but the emphasis is on the fact that he is a creature of a degenerate Rome, and its scourge.
Rome's decadence is underlined by the Chorus at the end of Act I, Rome, the chorus laments, So much in plentie, wealth, she doth ioy and ease, As, now, th' excesse is her disease. (1.548-550) But where the chorus is concerned with the State as a unit, Catiline in his complaints is more interested in the fortunes of the impoverished nobility. Though clearly a class protest, this complaint was also part of a larger national problem. In Rome, at least, it had created the state of ferment of which the rise of Catiline, and of Sulla (who was helped on, of course, by consular opportunities) were two terrible manifestations. This decadence manifested itself in another form. Curius's intoxicating speeches to the conspirators (1.375-420), and to Fulvia (II.312-321) describing the attractions of the projected regime, were clearly meant to describe the sincere emotions behind the revolt. It is typical of Jonson to allow attraction and revulsion to coexist in the same scene, the same issues, the same objectives. Curius can see the decadence of Rome, and its attractiveness. Jonson does not contradict him. But implicit in the description itself, is a sterner judgment which brings the proponents and the victims of revolution to the same level. Just as, in the political area, the reform which the conspirators sought to effect is compromised by their use of Sulla as model, so, in the future economic and social order which they hope to institute, they look forward to the perpetuation of the excesses which had angered them so deeply before. The tragedy is in the absurdity. In the words of Heywood's Sallust:
. . . after that L. Sulla by armes had freed the state, by the defeature of Marius; from these good and prosperous beginnings, proceeded disastrous conclusions. For hee, to make the army, suffered his followers to spoile, to robe, to defeat one of his house, another of his possessions: the victors sword knew no meane, no modesty: abominable and cruell, were the executions which they inflicted upon their fellow Citizens ....
After that, the Rich man was reputed for honorable, and that Worship, Superiority, and Attendance, depended upon wealth, then began vertue to play bankerupt; Poverty to be disgraceful.18
It would seem therefore, that Catiline saw himself, in the context of a degenerate Rome, as supported by the pattern of Roman history and Roman politics. He saw himself as following in the line of previous "reformist" regimes. The actual complexity of Catiline's character, in such circumstances, ceases to be the problem of the play.
If, however, the play is not about Catiline, not even about his conspiracy as such, it is about other things. Especially, it is about the implications for politics (in this case, Roman politics) of that conspiracy when seen as one more point in the process of history. Because it is a tragedy of this kind, Jonson felt it necessary, for a starting point, to have a "true" and "authentic" Argument. Thereby the action would not be fiction; it would not have been manipulated to present a predetermined idea of politics.'9 Rather it would be a "true" and "authentic" story of madness attempting to wreck the state, and of the kind of agents and agencies involved in the resolution of the dilemma. The play is concerned with a historical and a political process, and accordingly, not only the conspiracy (which is the occasion for the play), but also the means of thwarting that conspiracy become necessary subjects for study. Cicero, Cato, and Caesar are as much part of that subject as Catiline and his cutthroats. And because the moral purpose of the tragedy included more than the conspiracy proper, the actions of the conspirators do not detain us much after the Third Act.
This A major charge against Caesar is the extent of his involvement in the plot. Marchette Chute argues that "Sallust had been a lieutenant of Caesar's and in his account of the conspiracy was naturally slanted in Caesar's direction. Jonson, on the other hand, was convinced that Cicero has been the hero of the occasion and he made Cicero the focus of his play."25 Jonson did not have to make Caesar a villain in order to establish, did he want to, that Cicero was his hero for the occasion. Caesar did encourage the revolt, though this is not the same thing as saying, with Bryant, that the conspiracy is "not really Catiline's after all, but Caesar's."26 Caesar is not shown as having done anything substantial to ensure the success of the plot. It could not, therefore, have been his in any serious sense. It is rather that in his search for power and popularity, and aware of the genuine needs of the poor nobility, Caesar chose to exploit for his own ends, which we must assume, differed radically from Catiline's. Bryant quotes Bacon's judgment that Caesar "secretly favoured the madness of Catiline and his conspirators." Bacon did also say of Caesar that he "made himself a way to the sovereignty in a strange order"; "as a most skillful carpenter of his own fortune" ("ut faber peritissimus"). What Bacon seems to be insisting on was Caesar's combination of political adroitness -"a power popular and Caesar's argument becomes hysterical, and even "theatrical."34 Great parent of they countrie, goe, and let The old men of the citie, ere they die, Kisse thee; the matrons dwell about thy necke; The youths, and maides, lay vp, 'gainst they are old, What kind of man thou wert, to tell their nephewes, When, such a yeere, they reade, within our Fasti, Thy Consul-ship.
(V.610-616) Sallust said of Cethegus: "Natura ferox, vehemens, manu promptus erat; maximum bonum in celeritate putabat."35 It is easy to see how, with a slight shift of emphases and a change from "celeritate" to "severitate," Cato would answer to that description. There is an implicit criticism of Cato in the presentation of him as a man of passion and policy, however noble his indignation. If there is any irony in this play, it is in the fact that the appeal to old Roman virtues of justice and discretion comes from Caesar, and the recourses to undisguised "reason of state" from the great statesman of the old Rome.
There is, then, no one character who can be said to be the moral center of the play. Cicero, though he plays an important part, is not, as we saw, that character. Nor is Catiline, as critics have always noted: his importance is not to the play, but to history. Caesar, serving as chorus as well as politician, denies himself the independence which would have given his choric voice its moral validity. Cato, finally, is made to carry the moral (as opposed to the political) responsibility for the illegal execution of the conspirators. To develop any of these characters as the hero of the play would be, therefore, to argue against the clear directions of the play's structure and characterization. Read says that in the play "authority is problematical" but he appears to mean only that there is no one character who can be said to have authority. But beyond this meaning, there is another, namely that the Rome of Catiline, unlike that of Sejanus, is republican in the worst sense of the term. , 1619) There is a simple conclusion to be drawn from these statements, namely, that the value of history rested primarily and pre-eminently on the "authenticity" of the narrative. A parallel conclusion would be that such authentic history, if available, would be a veritable "representation of truth, and as it were a Map of mens actions sette forth in a publicke view of all commers." If Jonson claimed authenticity for his tragedies, he was probably claiming no lesser truth. If he was insistent on sources and scholarship, it was probably for no lesser reason than his learned contemporaries had. Jonson sought a fidelity to history which would itself be proof of the "truth" of the tragic conclusion of the play. Caesar's view here covers Catiline and Cicero. It is a cynical view, but, again, it was true of Rome-tragically so.
Secondly, his play denied the need for a hero. What is at stake in the play is not the conscience of an individual, not even the welfare of the state, but the conscience of politics. The tragic lesson in terms of Cicero and Caesar, as individuals, is not as important as the essential problem which this concept of authority and power, of politics raises. Johnson's politics was not the politics of the partisan, but that of the artist and the humanist. His measure was not "necessity" but "classical" integrity. His men are engaged in a human struggle, but as they try to resolve their problems in the way they know how, we are allowed to watch both the noble and the criminal follow the rather attractive path of exigency and of policy. What we have is thus no mere defence or disavowal of Machiavellianism. We have instead an anatomy of the political conscience. There was sense, after all, in Shakespeare's saying that Caesar "did never wrong, but with just cause," for no other paradox would as easily justify Cicero's actions in Catiline. But Jonson found Shakespeare's line ridiculous, perhaps because he did not feel that Shakespeare intended the comment as a bitter underlining of the fact that Caesar, too, was, in his own way, the "politician" par excellence. 
